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Italian restaurants near space needle

See the Map At Seattle Center, tourists can climb the legendary Space Needle, play through chihuly's stunning glass garden, and head to guitar sculptures and other exhibits at the MoPOP Museum of Pop Culture (as the re-renamed EMP Museum is now known). But once all the sites are visible, where is the best place
to refuel? This guide looks around the area, which includes Queen Anne and Belltown, both of which are excellent environments for dining and drinking. Note: Restaurants on this map are geographically listed from west to east, not ranked by preference. If you think we missed a spot or would like us to consider adding
something for later updates, send us a tip. For all the latest Seattle dining intel, subscribe to the Seattle Eater newsletter. Read More Notes: Restaurants on this map are geographically listed. A special recreation of the German beer hall, the place is big enough to fit the party to any size and has a menu stacked with
delicious Eastern European dishes (including lots of bad boys and schnitzel), along with imported beers delivered in large steins. All that's missing is lederhosen. It opened at Google Maps Foursquare Cafe Goldinblack recently reopened with the same interesting menu that has built a cult following since the restaurant
was founded in 2013. The menu draws influences from Korea and beyond, with options such as kimchi fried rice, bibimbap, ramen, bulgogi hand rolls, and a handful of sandwiches on Macrina bread with a choice of garlic marinated beef bulgogi, chicken or pork. The French-Creole legend of Lower Queen Anne is much
more than just an incredible happy hour menu. About a 10-minute walk from the Space Needle, Toulouse has charcuterie, a raw bar and everything is fried in solid drinks almost every hour of the day. Open on Google Maps Book at OpenTable Foursquare This small, modern Korean restaurant on Mercer Street provides
a variety of beautifully prepared and shareable dishes, and is a short walk from all the attractions of the Seattle Center. Standout dishes include a satisfying smoky fried rice dish with squid ink and quail eggs, and crispy pancakes with some strong okonomiyaki flavor. The KEXP listening room is one of the coolest things
that's happened to the Seattle Center in a long time, and the addition of the first La Marzocco Cafe from an Italian espresso machine expert is cherry on it. Here, customers can grab a cup of this month's flagship coffee roaster and groove with the sweet sound of seattle's world-famous radio station. Open on Google Maps
Foursquare Cocktail list where Lower Queen Anne is fun and polished; wine list great italian, curated by some sommelier brothers, and featuring more than 20 pours of glass. On a clear day, walls appear, and your perfectly paired plate can be enjoyed outside, overlooking the Seattle Center. Open Open Google Maps
Foursquare Sign up for our newsletter. 7. Taylor Shellfish Oyster Bar It wouldn't be Seattle without a trip to Taylor Shellfish oyster bar, one of The Seattle Eater's 38 essential restaurants and an extension of one of the country's premier oyster farms. A glass of Washington wine with a variety of local bivalves is a great way
to appreciate the bounty of the Pacific Northwest. Open on Google Maps Foursquare Those looking for vegan options around the Seattle Center may want to see this popular restaurant stall inside the Armory. Fan favourites include a lemon dill gyro with seitan on naan spinach and barbecue pulled mushroom po' boy
with pickled cabbage and farm aoli. Don't forget the refreshing selection of smoothies and juices, such as Hawaiian Berry Freeze, with pineapple, black and blue berries and coconut water. It's a neighborhood favorite for a fully stocked bar, thoughtful wine list, uncomfortable food and terrace. There is even a three-hour
happy hour, for those who like a good bargain. Belltown's critically acclaimed geek-meets-chic venue is known for its wild and beautiful beers, but also wow with its carefully curated food menu. Customers can gobble up smoked scallops and pickles, trout puree, ketchup chips and unbeatable crab rolls alongside beer
served at the right temperature and a really working beer cocktail (part of why No Anchor is the James Beard Award semifinalist for outstanding bar program in 2019). Open on Google Maps Book at OpenTable Foursquare Although close to the Seattle Center and the Space Needle, this handsome bistro tucked away on
Cedar Street is not a tourist trap. Those looking for brunch options should note one definitive star on Tilikum's eclectic menu: Dutch baby pancakes, whose iron-baked goodness has gained notoriety, far and wide, for restaurants. In 2018, chef Hiro Tawara opened this fine-dining Japanese restaurant devoted to the art of
kaiseki. The traditional multi-menu style features elegantly layered dishes served in a specific order in honor of Japanese season and culture. Late last year, he began expanding his offerings, adding temaki (DIY hand sushi rolls) for a weekend lunch, and bringing in a new executive chef to work with chef owner Hiro.
Pies at Big Mario make the list of Essential Pizza Eater Seattle restaurants, mainly because of its generous and oily slices perfectly New York style. At queen anne's location, old school plaid tablecloths and retro photos on the walls help visitors feel like Tony Manero. It's also not a bad place to bring kids to families who
do the tourist thing. Open on Google Maps Foursquare Hidden in plain sight above QFC on the corner of Seattle Center, this little paradise yourself in a conveyor belt sushi that goes beyond gadgety gimmick. Chef Shinichiro Takahashi mastered the art of sushi-on-the-move sushi-on-the-move more than 15 years in
Japan before overcoming the Seattle scene. Open on Google Maps Foursquare Beloved by locals, Mantra manages to fly under the radar, despite a satisfying menu of curries, noodles, fried rice and seafood, such as deep fried trout with mango sauce. The lunch combo is also a bargain: For $10, customers can get a
pad thai combo with a wide selection of chicken and vegetables. Open on Google Maps Foursquare © Vox Media 2021, Inc. All rights reserved. The link is copied to the clipboard. A special recreation of the German beer hall, the place is big enough to fit the party to any size and has a menu stacked with delicious
Eastern European dishes (including lots of bad boys and schnitzel), along with imported beers delivered in large steins. All that's missing is lederhosen. It opened at Google Maps Foursquare Cafe Goldinblack recently reopened with the same interesting menu that has built a cult following since the restaurant was
founded in 2013. The menu draws influences from Korea and beyond, with options such as kimchi fried rice, bibimbap, ramen, bulgogi hand rolls, and a handful of sandwiches on Macrina bread with a choice of garlic marinated beef bulgogi, chicken or pork. The French-Creole legend of Lower Queen Anne is much more
than just an incredible happy hour menu. About a 10-minute walk from the Space Needle, Toulouse has charcuterie, a raw bar and everything is fried in solid drinks almost every hour of the day. Open on Google Maps OpenTable Foursquare This small, modern Korean restaurant on Mercer Street provides a variety of
beautifully prepared and shareable dishes, and is a short walk from all the attractions of the Seattle Center. Standout dishes include a satisfying smoky fried rice dish with squid ink and quail eggs, and crispy pancakes with some strong okonomiyaki flavor. The KEXP listening room is one of the coolest things that's
happened to the Seattle Center in a long time, and the addition of the first La Marzocco Cafe from an Italian espresso machine expert is cherry on it. Here, customers can grab a cup of this month's flagship coffee roaster and groove with the sweet sound of seattle's world-famous radio station. Open on Google Maps
Foursquare Cocktail list where Lower Queen Anne is fun and polished; the wine list is mostly Italian, curated by several sommelier brothers, and features more than 20 pours of glass. On a clear day, walls appear, and your perfectly paired plate can be enjoyed outside, overlooking the Seattle Center. Open on Google
Maps Foursquare It wouldn't be Seattle without a trip to taylor shellfish oyster bar, one of 38 essential restaurants Seattle and an extension of one of the country's premier oyster farms. A glass of Washington wine with a variety of local bivalves is a great way to appreciate the bounty of the Pacific Northwest. Pacific. on
Google Maps Foursquare Those looking for vegan options around the Seattle Center may want to check out the popular restaurant stalls inside this Armory. Fan favourites include a lemon dill gyro with seitan on naan spinach and barbecue pulled mushroom po' boy with pickled cabbage and farm aoli. Don't forget the
refreshing selection of smoothies and juices, such as Hawaiian Berry Freeze, with pineapple, black and blue berries and coconut water. It's a neighborhood favorite for a fully stocked bar, thoughtful wine list, uncomfortable food and terrace. There is even a three-hour happy hour, for those who like a good bargain.
Belltown's critically acclaimed geek-meets-chic venue is known for its wild and beautiful beers, but also wow with its carefully curated food menu. Customers can gobble up smoked scallops and pickles, trout puree, ketchup chips and unbeatable crab rolls alongside beer served at the right temperature and a really
working beer cocktail (part of why No Anchor is the James Beard Award semifinalist for outstanding bar program in 2019). Open on Google Maps' OpenTable Foursquare Although close to the Seattle Center and the Space Needle, this handsome bistro tucked away on Cedar Street isn't a tourist trap. Those looking for
brunch options should note one definitive star on Tilikum's eclectic menu: Dutch baby pancakes, whose iron-baked goodness has gained notoriety, far and wide, for restaurants. In 2018, chef Hiro Tawara opened this fine-dining Japanese restaurant devoted to the art of kaiseki. The traditional multi-menu style features
elegantly layered dishes served in a specific order in honor of Japanese season and culture. Late last year, he began expanding his offerings, adding temaki (DIY hand sushi rolls) for a weekend lunch, and bringing in a new executive chef to work with chef owner Hiro. Pies at Big Mario make the list of Essential Pizza
Eater Seattle restaurants, mainly because of its generous and oily slices perfectly New York style. At queen anne's location, old school plaid tablecloths and retro photos on the walls help visitors feel like Tony Manero. It's also not a bad place to bring kids to families who do the tourist thing. Open on Google Maps
Foursquare Hidden in plain sight above QFC on the corner of seattle center, this little paradise specializes in conveyor belt sushi that goes beyond gadgety gimmick. Chef Shinichiro Takahashi mastered the art of sushi-on-the-move for more than 15 years in Japan before overcoming the Seattle scene. Open on Google
Maps Foursquare Beloved by locals, Mantra manages to fly under the radar, despite a satisfying menu of curries, noodles, fried rice and seafood, such as the fried trout with mango sauce. The lunch combo is also a bargain: For $10, customers can get a pad thai combo with a wide selection of chicken and vegetables.
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